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Abstract: In order to incorporate climate adaptation in spatial planning change is required, 

because climate change impacts the way we live. This implies that spatial planning, as the 

arranger of the spatial organisation and layout needs to be able to support this change. 

Current spatial planning is not yet well equipped to play this role. In this research article 

three possible routes to navigate change are explored. Incremental change is seen as a slow 

process, which modifies the landscape only slightly. Transition is seen as a fluent change 

towards a new future, which is an improved version of the existing; and transformation is 

seen as a change towards a future that is fundamentally different from the existing.  

The three pathways are compared and it is concluded that transformational change offers 

the best perspective in dealing with uncertain, unexpected and unprecedented futures, such 

as developing in times of climate change. Therefore, transformation is theoretically further 

elaborated and it is found that a transformational change to a new system already starts at a 

time when the existing system still fully operates. The change to a new system (called B in 

this article) therefore already started and the predecessors of B already existed.  

These ‘B-minuses’ of the new system can be found through network analysis, where the 
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most intense and connective nodes are the most likely ‘B-minuses’.  

Alternatively B-minuses can be created through locating the areas where key-nodes and 

existing infrastructure can be related to existing urban functions. As illustrated in the  

case-study design, these principles are able to guide the design of a climate  

proof landscape. 

Keywords: spatial planning; climate adaptation; transition; transformation; resilience; 

complex adaptive systems 

 

1. Introduction 

In recent works different scholars characterise the current timeframe as turbulent and instable.  

The Earth system is being pushed outside its ‘Holocene range’ into the ‘Antropocene’ [1], there is a 

looming crisis, which both causes and decreases the solvability of increasing instability [2]. We live in 

a timeframe of a rapid change, uncertainty [3] and turbulence [4], defined as: “the dynamic properties 

arise not simply from the interaction of the component organizations, but also from the ground itself. 

The ‘ground’ is in motion” [5].  

These kinds of typecasts pose “the greatest challenge for research and policy ever to confront 

humanity” [6], major changes of current systems are necessary [7] and as a consequence, there is a 

need for novel and adaptive governance approaches at the global, regional and local scale [8–10]. 

Regarding climate change, and beyond ‘solving’ the climate crisis, adaptation of our societies is 

necessary and a broad spectrum of adaptation types, such as regulations, financing, adjusted 

procedures, as well as in spatial planning is required. Adaptation to climate change implies change 

from the current to an adapted situation. This change can occur in different ways: gradual and 

incremental, through a transition or in the form of a transformation. This article will examine the 

different possibilities to enhance the required change, develops a preferred pathway and applies this 

pathway in a case study.  

2. Research Approach 

2.1. Research Context 

In most Western societies the political-administrative system claims the power over  

decision-making in spatial planning issues. The majority of these decisions focus on, but are not 

limited to, the shorter term and tame problems [11]. This implies that change is incremental and at 

slower paces. However, if problems are wicked [12], such as for instance climate  

change [13–15], other types of change are required. These wicked problems may cause events 

occurring which are unprecedented and surprising. An incremental change in the spatial lay out of an 

area is then not fast enough to deal with the consequences or anticipate these unpredictable events.  

In this article these types of change are formulated as pathways towards a new spatial system  

(e.g. lay-out) that is capable of accommodating these unforeseen future events and impacts. A pathway 

is in the context of this article seen as a way towards this new spatial system for specific wicked issues, 
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in this case climate change. Hence it is not a general pathway that needs to be applied for an entire 

society or for all aspects within a society. There are still many aspects and spatial elements that will 

function very well while undergoing incremental changes. The pathways that describe change in a 

different way are transition and transformational pathways. Decision makers, e.g. politicians in the 

political administrative system, have the ability to decide to choose the appropriate instruments and 

tools to achieve these transition and transformational pathways, but only for those issues that require 

those kinds of transitional or transformational change (e.g. wicked problems). In spatial planning terms 

these instruments and tools go beyond the traditional zoning plans, which mainly enforce incremental 

changes. Other instruments, capable of initiating change, are required. Examples of these more 

incentive based instruments are financial, regulatory or spatial interventions. These function as the 

signals (early warning or created) that will be discussed in paragraph six. After implementing these 

incentive based instruments and tools they can become, spatially translated and designed, part of the 

regular zoning plans.  

This article focuses on specific elements of society. It emphasises the relationship between the more 

severe and unexpected impacts of climate change and the way these impacts can be dealt with through 

spatial planning. The question answered is how our spatial layout can be adjusted in a way that it can 

become more adjustable, anticipative and prepared for unexpected change. Our planning processes 

need to aim to define the future spatial system that is capable of accommodating these future impacts. 

This requires change in a more fundamental way than current planning can do. As mentioned, this 

article focuses on the impacts of climate change. However, other wicked problems or significant 

change can be dealt with using the same methodology. Demographic developments and also economic 

change usually change in a more predictable way. Change in the population, except maybe for 

migration, can be very well predicted and economic change, except for the Global Financial Crisis, is 

well planned for and predictable, in Western countries for instance at a development pace of around 

two percent. The art of anticipation must therefore focus of these unpredictable aspects of the 

demographic and economic change and it needs t9o identify the “announcers”, the B-minuses (see 

paragraph five) of change. 

2.2. Problem Statement 

Climate change will impact our spatial layout. Severe and unpredictable events, such as floods, 

cyclones, droughts or bushfires impact the places where and the way we live. Climate change is, as 

mentioned before, seen as a wicked problem, causing unexpected, uncertain and unprecedented 

impacts and events. In the context of this article the focus lies on events that come as a surprise and are 

categorised as the more severe hazards. The more predictable impacts of climate change can be dealt 

with in regular planning processes, as they only require minor and incremental changes in the spatial 

layout. This implies change, ranging from small adjustments to fundamental adaptation. Because these 

impacts can happen at very short notice, but may also take decades to develop it is important to be 

‘always prepared’. In order to accommodate these changes in spatial planning, spatial transformations 

need to be implemented. Current spatial planning practice is very well equipped to accommodate 

incremental change and in some examples transitions, but is badly prepared for transformations.  

At a certain time dimension it is easy to enforce change, such as in periods when an area undergoes 
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urban developments, or when large reclamations, peat depletions or land consolidations take place in 

rural landscapes. After these changes have taken place the spatial patterns remain unchanged for  

many years.  

In the Dutch context, most of the land use in the countryside is fixed, supported as it is by land use 

planning, which ensures in most situations unchanged use for the occupants. Only in case of national 

importance (such as railway lines, major infrastructure or national safety) the national government can 

enforce changes. In this context adaptation of spatial patterns is difficult. 

2.3. Research Objective and Approach 

The objective in this research article is to identify possible pathways that might enable spatial 

adaptation and develop and test the most suitable theoretical approach. The research question is 

therefore the following: What is the most optimal ‘change’ pathway, enhancing adaptation to climate 

change in spatial planning? In order to research this question the object of spatial planning is seen as a 

complex spatial system, which has the features and characteristics of complex adaptive systems. 

Changes in these systems follow the rules of complexity and this is the reason why transitional and 

transformational pathways are the focus. These pathways have the ability to increase the adaptive 

capacity of (spatial) systems and thus improve the anticipative qualities in spatial systems.  

The research approach is both deductive and inductive. As deductive research approaches emphasise 

the general theory is developed first, before validation in the form of a (or several) case study is 

executed. The theoretical concepts of transition and transformation have been explored before the Peat 

Colony case study was undertaken. However, while elaborating the case study, further theorising took 

place and the concepts of networks, B-minuses and interventions were developed.  

The following five distinctive steps (Figure 1) are distinguished:  

1. Analysis of existing change concepts (section three); 

2. Comparison of change concepts (section four); 

3. Further concept development of the preferred concept. The applied method to intensify 

theorising, were the so-called pizza debates. These debates consisted of small group sessions 

providing an iterative process of consecutive brainstorm → capture → writing → brainstorm 

→ elaboration → capture → writing (section five); 

4. Spatial identification of key change elements: (1) Early warning signals and (2) Creation of 

starting points of transformation (section six); 

5. Application of the theoretical concept in a case study (section seven). 
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Figure 1. Schematic overview of the research process. 

 

3. Analysis of Change Processes 

In this section three possible change concepts are analysed: incremental change, transition and 

transformation. There are many ways change can be looked at. Change can happen independently from 

actors (‘it just occurs’), it can take place as a response or reaction on a certain event (this reactive 

change is in line with incremental changes) or change is pro-active and anticpating the future, which 

links more with transitional and transformational change as discussed in this article.  

3.1. Incremental Change 

When the three most recent regional plans for the province of Groningen [16–18] are analysed, 

changes both in the aims and policies as well as in accompanying functional maps are marginal.  

Once policies have been defined in the initial plan, they are to a large extent repeated in subsequent 

plans. When the respective functional maps are measured the repetitive character becomes clear: 

approximately 2% of the land area is permitted to change its function over the effective term of the 

three plans (e.g. 13 years). Despite the fact that there are numerous natural or societal changes 

occurring in the same spatial area, the spatial planning options to change functions or land-use in the 

next ten years after a regional plan is adopted, are limited to only 2% of the area. The Groningen 

example highlights the ‘incrementality’ of change and is even more appalling when compared with a 

preliminary climate adaptive design made for Groningen province, in which approximately 30% of the 

land area potentially needs to undergo a functional change [19]. These incremental changes are 

visualised as a straight but slowly rising line along which the consecutive plans are  

positioned (Figure 2).  
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Figure 2. Subsequent waves of plans of the same ‘family’. 

 

Current planning allows plans to evolve from A to A-apostrophe, while the major changes required 

emphasise a shift towards B (Figure 2).  

3.2. Transition 

A transition is defined as “a gradual, continuous process of societal change, changing the character 

of society (or a complex part) structurally” [20]. De Roo [21] attributes dynamics to this change: 

between two stable phases a dynamic phase enables the system to shift from an old (weak) context 

towards a new (stronger) one. Various studies on change management demonstrate that this change can 

only take place if a crisis has been experienced [22–25]. Corresponding schemes all describe this 

transition as a fluent line up to a certain point where chaotic circumstances appear. Out of this chaos a 

new fluent line emerges. The fluency of the transition implies that the system itself is not 

fundamentally transformed. After the transition the same system has reached a new stable state of a 

higher complexity or quality.  

3.3. Transformation  

Transformation trajectories are the subject of a growing body of literature [26–28]. Folke and 

colleagues [29] describe a transformation as “the capacity to transform the stability landscape itself in 

order to become a different kind of system, to create a fundamentally new system when ecological, 

economic, or social structures make the existing system untenable”. Transformation is divided in three 

phases: preparing, navigating and stabilising [3,7,30]. The moment between preparing and navigating 

transformation is defined as the window of opportunity, where “the presence of many options a 

sequence of events yet a short time-frame leading to the start of a transformation”. This process is 
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called transformation, but it can be questioned if the change described is (limited to) a change of 

direction within one system instead of a transformation of one system into fundamentally other. 

Alternatively, transformation is described as disconnected processes of growth ([31], cited in [32,33]): 

The next ‘forming’ cycle (phase 1) already starts while the previous ‘integrating’ stage (phase 3) is still 

ongoing (Figure 3) [33]. 

This new forming phase, interfering the existing growth cycle or regime, is initiated through niche 

innovations, one of the levels that are part of the multi-level perspective [34–36]. The multi-level 

perspective consists of three analytical levels: niches, (the locus of radical innovations),  

socio-technical regimes (the locus of established practices and associated rules that stabilise existing 

systems) and the exogenous socio-technical landscape, representing the nearly unchangeable values 

and biophysical features. Change starts in niches, where novel configurations appear [34].  

The effectiveness of the change, e.g. whether a regime shift (or transformation) will occur, is 

determined by reinforcements at the regime and/or the landscape level [37]. Hence, this reinforcement 

determines whether a novelty fails, modifies the regime or transforms the landscape. 

The process of transformation consists of several elements (Figure 4). The existing regime is 

dynamically stable (point 2), which means that it is potentially open for change. However, it will only 

open up if the pressure from the landscape level creates a window of opportunity (point 1). Both levels 

then influence externally the niches (point 3, 4), which supports the development of novelties (point 5). 

Once these novelties are developed and are aligned towards a dominant design (point 6), they are 

capable of breaking through the existing regime (point 7) and enforce adjustments to the old regime, 

which then will transform into a new regime. Eventually, when the regime shifts are profound, they 

may influence the landscape level, changing the set of values and/or biophysical properties (point 8). 

Figure 3. Overlapping growth cycles [33]. 
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Figure 4. Interaction between the levels of the multi-level perspective [after: 34–36]. 

 

4. Comparison 

4.1. Criteria  

The extent to which the processes of change can be used to describe, or enhance, fundamental shifts, 

depends on the level the following criteria are met: 

1. The extent to which the process of change enhances adaptation to climate change in  

spatial planning; 

2. The suitability of describing fundamental change: e.g. a shift from one system to another? 

3. The appropriateness to define and achieve a long-term future? 

These criteria can be used to review the processes of change and estimate their suitability in 

enhancing climate adaptation in spatial planning. 

4.2. Comparison  

In order to compare the three pathways of change they are judged against the criteria  

mentioned above.  

a. Enhancing adaptation in spatial planning. All three pathways can enhance climate adaptation in 

spatial planning. However, incremental change does offer the least potential to do so, because 

this process leans most to existing habits, decision-making and current policies. Hence, in 

spatial planning changes are less elaborated and the spatial patterns are to a large extent similar 
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to what had been realised in recent history. The transition pathway aims to change from a 

current state of the system to a future, climate adaptive, one. Hence it offers a good pathway to 

enhance climate adaptation. It depends on the magnitude of required change if transition 

pathways are suitable enough to reach this required change. When the change is expected to be 

more rigorous, the existing system needs to be able to transform into another, better equipped 

system. In that case, the transformation pathway is more suitable; 

b. Fundamental change. When a serious change is expected to happen, or is required to meet 

future change, the existing spatial patterns must be able to transform in something new that is 

capable of dealing with those changes and become resilient. A transformational pathway, 

implying systems change, seems to be the most likely pathway to be satisfying, because this 

process aims to change existing patterns in something else, becoming prepared for the new 

demands. To a lesser extent transition pathways allow for change, but in less fundamental ways 

as the system remains the same while transitioning to a better version. Incremental change is 

the least suitable process, as it focuses on little changes that are in general not fundamental; 

c. Long-term future. Incremental change, transitions and transformations offer the possibility to 

identify long-term desired futures. In many of the regular spatial plans, focusing on incremental 

change, such a long-term perspective is defined. However, in the wake of all kinds of 

practicalities this ambitious future becomes out of sight as soon as practical political decisions 

need to be made. In transitional as well as transformational processes this long-term desired 

future is conditional. Without a sound idea about a desired future, transition and transformation 

are not useful, because it is unclear where to aim for. The difference between the two relates 

back to the second criterion: when change is more fundamental, transformation seems to be 

more suitable. 

Based on these criteria a transformational process offers better prerequisites to deal with and 

achieve more fundamental changes. Many judge estimated climate change as uncertain and assuming 

future change can become more profound than predicted spatial patterns need to be capable of 

changing more fundamentally. Therefore, the transformational process will be more elaborately 

discussed in the following section. 

5. Theorising Transformation 

Assuming that fundamental changes will occur in the future the spatial patterns need to be capable 

of  changing accordingly. Current spatial planning practice, as illustrated before, does, in this regard, 

not satisfy. The changes that are possible in current plans are too small to allow fundamental change. 

These kinds of change are only possible after a period of stability, in which satisfaction with current 

paradigms was dominant. During this period repetitive spatial plans are improved, but remain versions 

of the same type: they shift from A (the original) towards A-apostrophe and A-double apostrophe. 

Often, this cycle ends when a political cycle comes to a close. A transformation to B, when a 

fundamental new type of spatial plan can be conceived, is only possible after ending the cycle and the 

desired long-term future cannot be reached within the current period (Figure 5).  

Therefore, a transformational process better suits change from a current series of spatial plans (A) 

into a fundamental new configuration (B). As Geels indicates, transformation originates somewhere 
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outside the existing regime while the current system is still operating. The start of the ‘forming’ phase 

of the growth curve of the new system happens where niche innovations are located. The forming of 

system B can only take place through novelty development, disconnected from the current stable 

regime (Figure 6). This system needs to follow its own growth curve of forming, whilst crossing and 

overtaking the current system when it still operates in its norming and integrating phases. Here, we call 

the forming phase of the new system (B), B-minus.  

B-minus can be reached after a disaster or after a prolonged period of unchanged regime. In both 

cases transformation is supported when an attractive long-term future is defined. Icons and  

identity [38], branding [39,40], branding identity [41], or a stickiness factor [42] can play an important 

role in making the future vision attractive. This attractive new future can only be reached through 

dynamic planning, as described for climate adaptation by Berger and Chambwera [43]. Only then, high 

expenses and existing standards can be overcome.  

A disaster requiring immediate action disturbs regular policies as these become instantly no longer 

relevant. An instant a shift from one pathway to another is likely (Figure 7). Hardly visible to regular 

policy-making, pathway B was already in operation (B-minus) but becomes suddenly interesting, as it 

enables pathways to recover and provides solutions for the longer term. 

The other situation in which opportunities can be found to shift pathways to a new desired system is 

when a current system slowly fades away, for instance because it does not meet current (political) 

demands anymore. At a certain point another system takes over (Figure 8), because the new system (B) 

contains features the current timeframe demands.  

The change from the current (A) towards a new system (B) requires a shift in its initial stage, e.g. 

the pre-phase of B: ‘B-minus’ (Figure 9). This rudimentary, or ‘forming’ stage of the new system B 

contains elements of the new system already, but is far from complete.  

In order to anticipate a transformation it is important to recognise or create these predecessors of B. 

This will be discussed in the following section. 

Figure 5. The desired future system defined and ‘missed’ by consecutive regional plans. 
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Figure 6. The fluent line of transition changes A in A-apostrophe, while the shift to B 

requires a discontinuous process through B-minus. 

 

Figure 7. After a disaster pathway B takes over. 
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Figure 8. System A fades away and B takes over. 

 

Figure 9. Towards B via B-minus. 

 

6. Signals 

Once the attractive future system is defined, it is possible to look for elements of B-minus. When a 

window of opportunity [30] occurs transformation is likely to start and B-minus elements become 

visible. There are two ways to distinguish the elements of B-minus: 

1. Observation or active search for signals announcing a transformation, so-called early warning 

signals [44]; 

2. The active creation of harbingers of a transformation. 

This distinction is used to identify the signals that are apparent or can be developed in a certain 

context and especially the stronger signals, or outliers, that instigate the start of changes. In planning 
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and deciding on a pathway to a future spatial system, this distinction is not relevant, because every 

trigger that may start a change is valuable as catalyst of the process.  

6.1. Early Warning  

In the work of Scheffer et al. [44], early warning signals are defined for systems approaching a 

major change. Despite the fact that it is very difficult to develop accurate models to predict thresholds 

in most complex systems, Scheffer and colleagues discuss the generic character of early warning 

signals from a range of complex systems. They conclude: “if we have reasons to suspect the possibility 

of a critical transition, early-warning signals may be a significant step forward when it comes to 

judging whether the probability of such an event is increasing”. They distinguish the following signals: 

1. Critical slowing down: The intrinsic rates of change in the system decrease, leading to a system 

state that more and more resembles its past state. Two symptoms are distinguished: increase of 

autocorrelation and increase of variance. 

2. Skewness: An unstable equilibrium, which marks the border of the basin of attraction, 

approaches the attractor from one side. In the vicinity of this unstable point the rates of change 

are lower. As a result, the system will tend to stay in the vicinity of the unstable point  

relatively longer. 

3. Flickering: The system moves back and forth between the basins of attraction of two  

alternative attractors. 

4. Types of spatial patterns: (1) scale-invariant distributions of patch sizes and increased spatial 

coherence, or (2) the appearance of regular patterns in systems governed by local disturbances.  

These signals not necessarily contain a spatial dimension or make them easy to use or understand in 

a spatial planning context. However, Table 1 shows a first attempt to ‘translate’ these signals into 

possible spatial planning dimensions. No research that we know of aims to unfold early warning 

signals, announcing a system change, in the spatial domain.  

Table 1. Translation of early warning signals into spatial dimensions 

Announcement of system change (early 

warning signals, derived from [39]) 
Possible translation into spatial dimensions 

Critical slowing down (increase of 

autocorrelation, increase of variance) 

Maintaining old historic structures, re-emphasize existing 

patterns of functions 

Repetitive policies (the longer policies remain unchanged or 

are repeated over and over again, the closer we are to a system 

change) 

Skewness 
Dominance of one centre over another, 

core- periphery 

Flickering 
Temporarily repetitive occupation for living, temporarily 

repetitive flooding 

1. Scale-invariant distributions of patch 

sizes/increased spatial coherence 

2. Increase of regular patterns 

Urban sprawl, repetitive urban patterns/building blocks 
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6.2. Creation  

Besides trying to identify early warning signals, another option is to actively create starting-points 

for systems change. Points in networks where developments are likely to start can function as the 

elements of B-minus. Network theory emphasises that some nodes in networks are more suited for the 

ignition of change than others. The following key characteristics of networks are derived from 

Newman et al. [45]:  

1. Once enough edges are added, properties of the network suddenly increase in quality [46]; 

2. Directed networks consist of a core (a giant, strongly connected component), links-in and  

links-out, as well as other islands and tendrils, represented visually by Broder et al [47] as  

a bow-tie; 

3. The small world effect [48] describes the characteristics of networks: if the number of nodes in 

the network increases, while connected by a short path, the total length of paths will increase 

logarithmically and a high level of clustering will occur; 

4. The increase of connectivity of nodes in a network depends on the fitness to compete for  

links [49]. This fitter-gets-richer phenomenon helps to understand the evolution of competitive 

systems in nature and society; 

5. Robust networks are formed by numerously connected nodes, which are highly clustered and 

know a minimum distance between any random pair [50]. 

These characteristics have been applied to a concrete spatial situation in preliminary research [51]. 

In order to determine the points in the network with the greatest potential to start change, the networks 

were analysed in two steps: (1) the density of individual networks and (2) the number of different 

network types colliding at one physical location.  

The first step examined the density of nodes, defined as: the number of nodes within a grid cell of 

10 × 10 km, combined with their importance. In this case study the importance was weighted on a 

scale of five (minor element = 1; mediocre = 3; and major = 5). The results, in the form of maps for the 

energy, water and transport network, are shown in Figure 10.  

The second step analysed the number of different networks that form a node: one (only water, 

energy or roads), two (any combination of two) or three (all). When two types collided they were 

added to the calculation by a factor of 10 and in case of three network types by a factor of 100.  

Within each grid cell of 10 × 10 km, all nodes were calculated and added to a total score per cell.  

Finally, the values of individual networks (1) and network types (2) were added to give the total 

score for each grid cell (Figure 11). Higher scores imply a better starting point for change. 

The integrated map illustrates that in this case certain grid cells are more likely to start a system 

change than others. In the next section identification of these starting points for system change are 

elaborated in a case study. 
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Figure 10. The network maps of water (a); energy (b) and transport (c) [51]. 

 
(a)        (b)        (c) 
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Figure 11. Integrated density of networks for Groningen area [51]. 
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7. Application in the Peat Colonies 

The developed theory of transformation of spatial patterns, as well as the identification of the 

starting points of change, the B-minuses, has been applied to the case study of the Peat Colonies, an 

area in the northern part of the Netherlands. The Peat Colonies is an area where in the old days peat 

was extracted. After this transformation of the peat landscape in a rationalised agricultural area, where 

orthogonal straight canals and roads dominate, production of potatoes and sugar beets took over. 

Nowadays the area is confronted with a declining population, marginalised productivity and degrading 

soil conditions. The application of the developed theory was undertaken in the following steps:  

1. Mapping existing networks. Each of the networks, water, energy and transportation were 

mapped and analysed. The water network consists of a dense pattern of canals and smaller 

waterways and contains a couple larger canals and natural streams. The energy network is 

determined by the larger gas- and electricity-grids and their fine mazes, delivering energy to 

individual homes. The transportation network consists of the main roads and railways and the 

denser local streets.  

2. Identifying ‘announcing’ nodes. The key nodes in the networks are identified by the density 

and connectivity of individual nodes. The ones with the densest and connective links are seen 

as the places where a potential system change might occur. Hence these nodes are identified as 

the ones that announce an upcoming change. When or how this change will happen is difficult 

to predict. These nodes are represented on the maps as small circles (Figure 12). These nodes 

function as announcer ‘B-minuses’. 

3. Determine ‘creation’ nodes. The analysis of the networks (e.g. the key nodes) in relation with 

existing urban (residential, industrial) functions and existing network infrastructure appoints us 

at areas that are positioned in developmental vicinity. These areas are represented in the maps 

as ovals (in the transport network) or rectangles in the energy network (Figure 12). Here the 

nodes can be created that are capable to start transformational change, the creating ‘B-minuses’.  

4. Climate proof design. The final stage of the application was the use of the identified nodes in 

the spatial proposal for a climate proof area (Figure 13), in which mitigation and adaptation 

strategies are combined. The nodes were taken as the directing force for this design.  

After having identified the key nodes in the networks and the accompanying areas with high 

developmental potential, the choice for a specific development still needed to be made. 

Fundamental for this choice has been whether areas are seen as ordinary development areas,  

e.g. new urban neighbourhoods or economic development zones, or as areas that provide 

climate adaptation and mitigation contributions. In this case study the choice has been made for 

the latter option. Among others the following examples are proposed in the design: 

 Self-sufficient villages are combined with decentralised large-scale energy generation in the 

South East. Here the innovative Algae greenhouses are projected as well. A heat-ring is 

projected to connect these greenhouses with geothermal production areas and transport the 

heat towards consumers in the larger towns.  
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 Two low-lying areas are created for floating algae greenhouses, in combination with storage 

of surpluses of rainwater. These areas function as the connecting zones of so called ‘water-

farms’, where water-based agriculture is practiced and clean water is provided, between the 

eastern and western parts of the Peat Colonies.  

 The best-connected nodes in the energy network are used to form the starting points of the 

heat networks. These isolated areas function in the beginning as solitary elements, but can 

be connected with each other using the energy network, at a later stage. One big robust heat 

network emerges.  

 Other towns and villages are provided with heat from local supplied renewable energy 

sources, of which the location is based on the local available renewable energy potentials of 

heat-generation and storage in the soil.  

These spatial elements will start broader developments and emergence of other related functions. The 

application of the theory in the Peat Colonies illustrates that network analysis provides information 

about the strategic key nodes in an area, which subsequently can be created as the starting points of 

development. The fundamental choice to let these locations play a role in mitigating and adapting 

climate change can provide a transformation in the landscape, which operates as a climate proof 

landscape.  
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Figure 12. Key nodes in the water- (a); energy- (b) and transport network (c). 

 
(a)       (b)        (c) 
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Figure 13. Integrated climate adaptive design for the Peat Colonies [52]. 
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8. Conclusions  

As presented in this article, current spatial planning has difficulties to incorporate the topic of 

climate change because it imposes change in the spatial system and the majority of spatial planning 

trajectories aim for an unchanged or only marginal changed spatial layout. This tension between the 

need to change the spatial layout as a result of climate change and the inherent characteristic of spatial 

planning to preserve the layout as it is causes problems on the long term. In principle three pathways 

describing change can be distinguished: incremental change, transition and transformation.  

When change is expected to be fundamental and to confront society with the need to change 

substantial parts of its spatial layout, transformation offers the most suitable description of navigating 

those changes. In this article it has been concluded that transformation implies the change towards a 

fundamental new system, which fits with the need to change substantial parts.  

Therefore transformation is studied in more depth.  

A transformation does not happen out of no-where, but it announces itself already while the existing 

system still operates [33]. In this article we have taken this fact as the starting point and this resulted in 

the definition of B-minus, the elements that announce or enhance a system change. The search for 

these elements makes it possible to understand and explain, announce and ignite a transformation.  

The discovery of B-minuses helps to identify the announcement of a system change and the creation of 

B-minuses supports a system change.  

Early warning systems can be discovered, announcing the approach of a threshold and system 

change [44]. These early warning signals are found in several types of systems, with exception of 

spatial systems. The first attempt to define these signals in spatial dimensions has been demonstrated 

here, but this requires further elaboration. 

The other way is to create B-minus elements, which, most likely then start a system change. 

Learning from network theory, the most intense nodes in networks and the most connected networks 

are the places where these elements can be estimated to emerge. More elaborate research is required to 

define these locations in the network more precisely. 

The application of the developed theory in the case study of the Peat Colonies illustrates that 

transformational change can be enhanced on the basis of network analysis, identification of key nodes 

that announce a potential change and the creation of development locations where key nodes, existing 

infrastructure and urban functions are related to each other. The way these locations are developed 

determine whether the area as a whole is transforming towards a climate proof region, as has been 

illustrated here, or towards other forms of urban development. When the locations are specifically 

directed in mitigation– or adaptation futures, the entire landscape is most likely to transform in  

that direction. 

In conclusion, the pathways leading to A-apostrophe and B respectively (Table 2) have fundamental 

different properties. The A-apostrophe pathway is useful to enforce change if tame problems in 

relatively steady environments are to be dealt with. In this case linear thinking and a transition pathway 

can be used. However, if a wicked problem must be dealt with and the environment is complex, 

transformational change and non-linear thinking are more suitable to facilitate change. 
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Table 2. Characteristics of pathways leading to respectively A-apostrophe and B-minus. 

A-apostrophe B-minus 

Tame problems Wicked problems 

Moderate environments Turbulent environments 

Transition Transformation 

Linear thinking Non-linear (dynamic) thinking 
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